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 How I bought an engine I didn’t have and how I got to find my life’s calling as a 3D artist by Gordon Sweigart - How I bought an engine I didn’t have and how I got to find my life’s calling as a 3D artist 1. the radeon gtx 1080 6 gb is the best graphics card that you can buy right now there are also other graphics cards available on the market to suit different people as mentioned there are some little
differences between the different cards like the radeon gtx 1080 6 gb and radeon rx 550 3gb however the radeon rx 550 3gb is a rebrand of the radeon gtx 1080 6 gb so if you are looking for some in depth info on the radeon rx 550 3gb that i will provide I have been doing these reviews for about four years now and I review all of the cards that I sell at Renderosity & any items I create or post I will be

honest with you I am a fan of the nvidia cards. A/N: I'l need to thank everyone who has been supporting me on this channel we all go through the same things and we all have a set of problems, so I feel it's important to thank everyone who supports me I'm currently reviewing the nvidia rx 550 3gb which is a rebranded version of the gtx 1080 6 gb this card comes with 6 gigabytes of of RAM and 4
gigabytes of of VRAM, with a core clock speed of 1000mhz with a 1.5 v core voltage this card has a total of 2048 shaders this card is aimed at beginners to CG and I am going to be reviewing this card in detail and I will be comparing it to the radeon rx 550 3gb which is the. "nvidia" if you are in the market for a new graphics card but can't afford the pricetag of a gtx 1080 7 gb or something like that

then the rx 550 3gb is the solution for you this card has a core clock speed of 600mhz with a 1.2 v core voltage this card has a total of 1152 shaders this card is aimed at beginners to CG or 3d artists this is a 4.6 ghz and the rx 550 3gb is a 4.4 ghz both of these cards come with the rebrand of the radeon rx 550 3gb which has 6 gigabytes of of memory 82157476af
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